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ABSTRACT
The Livermore Lab has embarked on a multi-year effort to develop a large-scale realistic network simulation capability. Specifically, we are developing computer network simulations for realistic networks derived from real and synthetic network maps, and which incorporate real hardware and geographic constraints, at enterprise (10K node) and above scale; incorporate near-real-time updates from the real global Internet; and generate traffic from realistic traffic models matched to observed data. In this poster we describe our approach and specific applications areas of interest.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6.3 [Simulation and Modeling–Applications]

General Terms
Experimentation, Security

Keywords
Network simulation, simulated applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Predictive analysis of cyber risk and performance is one of the major gaps in cyber analytics.[1] Understanding how a specified mission-critical application will execute in a network context, characterizing the potential impact of network threats on critical applications, and predicting the effect of proposed defensive actions are critical capabilities for a risk-based cyber strategy. The Livermore Lab has embarked on a multi-year effort to develop a large-scale realistic network simulation capability. Specifically, we are developing computer network simulations for realistic networks derived from real and synthetic network maps, and which incorporate real hardware and geographic constraints, at enterprise (10K node) and above scale; incorporate near-real-time updates from the real global Internet; and generate traffic from realistic traffic models matched to observed data. In this poster we describe our approach and specific applications areas of interest.

Network simulation has been an active area of work since the 1960’s,[2] resulting in a broad set of both commercial[3, 4] and open-source[5] tools. Network simulation is based on discrete event simulation[6]–the most basic event is the sending receiving of a network packet. Nodes in the simulation can be host computers, which create and receive packets, and routers, which forward packets on the route to their destination host. The simulations generally implement full TCP/IP network protocol stacks over physical models for wired and wireless RF communication links. Network simulators are generally used in the development of new network technologies–new routers, protocol variations, congestion control algorithms, etc. In these applications simulation of networks with hundreds of host computer and routers is adequate and there is little motivation to extend simulations to much larger networks. Most existing efforts are limited to modest scale (few hundred nodes), unrealistic network models,[7] and unrealistically simple on/off traffic models.[8]

For our intended applications existing network simulators are limited in three regards:

• Host behavioral models are unrealistically simple.[8] To reproduce behaviors seen in real networks we will need more sophisticated user models representing more complex activities like Web surfing, e-mail interchanges, and peer-to-peer file interchange.

• There has been little effort to scale network simulations to even the enterprise network level. A few demonstrations of parallelized network simulation have been performed at Georgia Tech[9] and at the Army Research Lab[10] but these efforts have barely begun to explore the area. For example, little is known about optimal cluster configurations or effective mapping of simulated nodes and communication links to physical compute nodes.

• There has been little systematic validation of the simulations outside the narrow range of detailed network technology applications noted above. In particular the ability of simulations to produce statistically realistic network behaviors at enterprise scale and above is completely unexplored. This is exactly the performance space of interest for mission assurance applications.

To focus our research efforts, we have identified three application areas: enterprise networks, mission-critical applications, and worldwide routing. We will discuss each of these applications below.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss our over-arching research goals, and existing capabilities; Section 3
describes the enterprise network application; Section 4 describes mission-critical application models; Section 5 describes the worldwide routing application; and Section 6 offers some conclusions.

2. RESEARCH GOALS AND CAPABILITIES

Our research goals are centered on understanding the capabilities and limitations of network simulation. In the application areas we want to focus on the following questions:

- Can we reproduce the statistics of observed behaviors at scales from enterprise-level networks up to the global Internet? What model fidelity is needed to produce a given behavior? What level of abstraction can we get away with?
- Can we integrate models at different scales to achieve high fidelity and large scale, e.g., virtualized nodes and networks around nodes of interest, while using more abstract packet-level simulations at the largest scales?
- What are the limits to scaling network simulations with current tools?
- Can we predict the response of the network to changes in topology or dynamics?

In addition to utilizing Livermore’s significant high-performance computing resources, we will take advantage of several other existing research programs at the Lab.

The Livermore Laboratory has ongoing efforts in understanding network topology and services, analysis of live traffic capture, host-based behavior tracking, and data analysis on large graphs. Our network mapper, which provides highly detailed descriptions of real networks and services, in combination with host-based measurement and live traffic capture and analysis, provide an unprecedented source of validation data for realistic behavior models and associated traffic generators.

We have surveyed and evaluated existing network simulation frameworks, opting to begin with ns3. To date we have developed an XML-based network description language to describe the simulation topology and applications, and generate the simulation code automatically. We have outlined a statistically driven model to generate realistic behavior. We have identified a series of test problems for the application areas described below. These test problems are typically simplified versions of the ultimate application scope, based on published work, so we have a point to validate against.

3. ENTERPRISE NETWORK APPLICATION

An enterprise network consists of ~10K nodes, with most nodes in trees attached to a core clique of fully connected central routers. (See Figure 1.) The background for this network is the rest of the Internet, connected to the core routers (through an edge router) by a very small number of links, typically only one, with a second backup connection. The combination of fully connected core routers and few links to the larger Internet gives these networks a definite sense of inside and outside. Traffic flow is dominantly between internal hosts, with significant Internet traffic.

We plan to couple results from current maps of realistic networks, including the Lab, with behavioral data from our traffic capture and host-based behavior projects. The overall objective is to model enterprise networks with realistic traffic generators, and measure the range of variability of realistic networks given constraints from mapping data.

There are many tools for mapping enterprise networks,[11-15] and some simulation studies of performance. We believe that quantifying errors in mapping, generating realistic traffic, and multi-scale network modeling are all new.

There are a number of specific tasks required. We have developed the capability to convert a network map into a simulation topology, complete with specification of the variety of traffic-generating applications to be simulated on each node. We will be studying how to create ensembles of network models consistent with the mapping input data, and developing metrics to quantify performance from the ensembles. We will also create multi-scale models to study fidelity issues.

4. MISSION-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS

The scenario is to model the data flow and performance for a critical set of application traffic flows embedded in a larger background network. Mission success relies on timely delivery of multiple data streams from/to sites around the world. The overall objective is to analyze mission performance under nominal and severely disrupted network states.

This application is challenging because many details of the target networks may be unknowable: exact topology, exact background application mixes at each node, exact mission-critical data flow parameters. Therefore we will have to develop a range of background models, and a range of disruption models, which collectively span the space of likely realizations.

5. WORLDWIDE ROUTING

The global Internet is managed by ~4x10^4 administrative units called Autonomous Systems (AS). AS’s exchange routing information with their neighbors (peers) on ~4x10^5 total advertised address prefixes using the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Since the exchange of routing information between two AS peers typically only contains local information, it is non-trivial to gather a global view of the routes currently available. Fortunately this has been the subject of over a decade of research by multiple projects,[17-21] and now there are 10 years of...
The routing state of the Internet has seen numerous wide-spread anomalies, which have been traced back ultimately to single accidental (or malicious) mis-configurations;[23, 24] hardware failure caused by weather and construction,[25] software bugs,[26] changes to the BGP protocol[27] and other causes. In some cases failures can cascade, because of co-located hardware or the convergence properties of BGP itself.[24, 28] With near real time BGP updates there is the potential to analyze the updates to determine the base cause,[29] extrapolate to possible cascading failures, and predict future routing and performance. The overall objective is to develop a worldwide routing model seeded in near real time from the live Internet, and use the model to infer originating failures and likely future behavior of the Internet.

The first task here is to build a global Internet model based on existing analysis of BGP updates. Subsequent tasks will develop a framework for incorporating real time BGP updates, implement fault origination algorithms, and demonstrate routing prediction using the global model and real time updates.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We are developing capability to simulate realistic networks, derived from real and synthetic network maps at enterprise (10K node) and above scale, incorporate near-real-time updates from the real global Internet; and generate traffic from realistic traffic models matched to observed data. We aim to understand the capabilities and limitations of large-scale network simulations, with demonstrated applications in cyber security, global network situational awareness, performance modeling and prediction.
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